Abstract-The introduction of a plasma and a strong guide magnetic field in a free electron laser (FEL) slows down the phase velocity of radiation, significantly reducing the requirements on beam energy for generating frequencies below the electron-cyclotron frequency (oi, < oj,). Around plasma resonance (cu, ~ w p ), the FEL mode couples to two-stream instability (TSI), attaining a large growth rate, comparable to that of the wiggler-free TSI. At plasma densities comparable to beam density, the beam-induced local depression in the electron density of the plasma acts as a waveguide for guiding any high-frequency radiation when the beam current is l h > 17 kA.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE EXISTS interest in operating a free electron laser (FEL) at high beam currents, in the collective Raman regime, to achieve higher powers and higher efficiency. The beam space-charge effects, however, limit the current to below the vacuum limit [1] I h < mc y /e ~ 17 kA. To allow for higher beam currents, one may introduce a strongly magnetized plasma which provides charge and partial current neutralization [2] , [3] . Experiments on the Cerenkov FEL [3] and backward wave oscillator [4] , [5] have demonstrated that a background plasma, besides suppressing space-charge effects, enhances the efficiency of the device dramatically. Similar results from undulator FEL's are yet to come; nevertheless, similar effects are expected. Wen-Bing and Ya-Shen [6] have recently examined the operation of an FEL with a background plasma. The results of their computer simulation reveal that the efficiency of the device is significantly enhanced at a high plasma density. They have not considered a guide magnetic field in their analysis; hence, the phase velocity v pb of the FEL wave is rather large O ph > c) and one requires a shorter wiggler period or considerably higher beam energy to generate a given frequency. However, if one introduces a strong guide field such that w r > u) p (where co ( and co p are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies of the background plasma) into the device, the FEL wave can propagate in the right circularly polarized x mode with a phase velocity v ph > c, significantly lowering the requirements on the beam energy and wiggler period. The introduction of a plasma also helps in radiation guiding [7] . As the relativistic electron beam propagates through the plasma, it pushes the plasma electrons radially away from it to attain charge neutralization. The density depression thus created acts as a duct or an optical waveguide to guide the FEL radiation. Tripathi and Liu [7] have recently demonstrated that when the beam current exceeds > 17 kA, the density cavity can guide any high-frequency radiation, giving a higher growth rate.
The presence of the plasma also opens up the possibility of employing plasma eigenmodes as wigglers for the excitation of shorter wavelengths. Joshi et al. [8] and Balakirev et al. [9] have examined the possibility of employing Langmuir wave wigglers. The latter have suggested a scheme in which the FEL instability is explosive. Tripathi and Liu [10] proposed a scheme of explosive FEL operation using an electromagnetic wiggler and a dispersive slow-wave medium. Sharma and Tripathi [11] have investigated the employment of a whistler as a wiggler. Around co 0 ~ w,. (w 0 being the frequency of the whistler), the whistler acquires a much shorter wavelength and can be used to generate extremely high-frequency FEL radiation. Further, the FEL instability can become explosive when the whistler wave propagates parallel to the beam. Seo [12] has carried out computer simulation of the explosive-mode FEL employing a whistler wave wiggler. It is seen that the amplitudes of all the three waves, viz., the wiggler, the beam space-charge mode, and the FEL radiation, grow initially, but then the wiggler wave saturates rather quickly, giving only an exponential growth of the other two modes. After several growth periods the FEL instability saturates via beam trapping. However, if one employs a tapering or some other scheme to detrap the particles, one might expect a higher efficiency.
In this paper we address the plasma-induced effects on a magnetic wiggler free electron laser. At the outset we stress that the two-stream instability (TSI) arising due to the relative drift between the beam and plasma electrons could be a dangerous competitor for the FEL instability, and the former must be carefully avoided or suitably exploited. The easiest way to avoid it is to physically separate the beam from the plasma. Kuzelev et al. [13] have indeed built a cylindrical shell plasma configuration in which a strongly magnetized plasma exists between r x < r < r 2 and an annular relativistic electron beam propagates just inside it, at r = r 0 < r x . They have operated the device as a Cerenkov FEL at ~ 10 GHz, giving high powers and high efficiency -35%. A similar configure-tion at higher plasma densities and higher guide fields (such that co f > co,) can be employed in conjunction with a wiggler to generate much higher frequencies. Around cyclotron resonance, w f ~ co,, even a relatively low-density plasma can significantly reduce the phase velocity v ph of radiation, leading to a huge reduction in the energy requirements of the beam. However, the production of high magnetic fields beyond about 10-15 T may not be economical; hence, this scheme is useful for generating co, <, 400 GHz.
Another interesting scheme is to keep the plasma density comparable to the beam density so that under the beam space-charge effects the plasma electrons are pushed away from the location of the beam, leading to charge neutralization and the creation of an optical waveguide. This configuration is attractive at large beam currents and provides radiation guiding. The beam current in this case is limited by the Pierce instability which occurs at much higher currents than the vacuum limit [14] .
The third possibility is to match the FEL frequency with the plasma frequency and couple the FEL mode to the two-stream instability. This indeed turns out to be an attractive mode of operation, giving a large growth rate comparable to that of a wiggler-free TSI.
To illustrate the effects introduced by a background plasma on the FEL instability, we follow a model onedimensional analysis, ignoring boundary effects except for the case of radiation guiding where a two-dimensional analysis is essential.
In Section II we carry out the instability analysis by employing a fluid theory for the Raman-regime FEL operation and examine the coupling between the two-stream instability and FEL mode. In Section HI we survey the problem of radiation guiding by using a slab geometry. In Section IV we discuss our results.
II. INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
Consider the propagation of an electron beam of density «o and velocity v h z along the guide magnetic field B s z in a plasma of density n% p . There exists a static magnetic wiggler (cf. Fig. 1) , (1) where k 0 > s negative. It couples a space-charge mode,
and a right circularly polarized FEL wave,
where co, = co, To evaluate the beam response, we move over to a frame moving with velocity v h z and denote the moving frame quantities by a prime; e.g., co' = 7o(w -
In the moving frame the oscillatory velocities v' o and v[ due to the wiggler (COQ, ^0) and FEL wave (coj, k\) can be written as
where -e,m are the electronic charge and rest mass, and co r = eBjmc. The wiggler and FEL waves exert a parallel ponderomotive force F p = iek'<j)' p z = -e(vb* X B\ + v\ X Bo* )/2c on the electrons at (co', k'). 4> p turns out to be:
The response of beam electrons to 4> p and the self-consistent potential </>'(= <t>k/k') on solving the fluid equations can be written as
Lorentz-transforming the perturbed density to the laboratory frame, we obtain:
where <t> p = 4>' p k'/k and n°0' = no/y o . Using (6) and (9), one may write down the nonlinear beam current at co,, £, as The background plasma also contributes to nonlinear coupling. The ponderomotive potential <j> pp can be obtained from (7) 
At low plasma densities (co 2 /to 2 « 1), interesting effects of background plasma appear around o^ ~ w ( ., giving r/ 2 > 1 and reducing the requirement on beam energy. Fig. 3 demonstrates the variation of the growth rate with the frequency of FEL radiation for a 3-cm wiggler with and without a plasma. One observes a considerable enhancement in the growth rate on account of plasma effects. However, the rate of fall of the growth rate with the frequency of radiation is faster in the case when background plasma is present than when plasma is absent. Consequently, the bandwidth of the device is reduced. Most noticeable plasma effects arise at higher densities, where two-stream instability also emerges as a serious contender with the frequency w ~ u p and growth rate giving an unstable root for
The growth rate y = Im(5co p ) turns out to be:
where Fig. 5 demonstrates the variation of the growth rate normalized to the growth rate of the wiggler-free twostream instability as a function of Y. The growth rate decreases with F, the wiggler amplitude. For F < 0.4, the reduction is small; however, as T tends to 1, 7/725 goes to zero. It tells that as the electromagnetic x mode couples to the two-stream instability the beam feeds energy to the Langmuir wave as well as to the x mode, leading to a reduction in the growth rate. For F * 0.5, the *-mode 
Applying the boundary conditions at x = ±a, we obtain the linear dispersion relation for the guided radiation modes:
One may also For strongly localized modes, / ~ 1 and the growth rate acquires large values, as if the geometrical factor is unity. At lower beam currents also, one may achieve strong radiation guiding if one artificially creates a suitable plasma duct. On including a guide magnetic field, the refractive indices of the two regions are substantially modified. Nevertheless, if one keeps OJ, > w r /2, the plasma duct still tends to focus the radiation [17] . For W) < w c /2, however, the electron-density-depleted duct tends to defocus the radiation.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the case of a weak guide field (co ( . « co,), the sole effect of introducing a plasma into an FEL, besides providing charge neutralization, is to provide a depressed electron density duct for the optical guiding of radiation. To avoid the two-stream instability one must keep the unperturbed plasma density nearly the same as the density of the beam n^p ~ n%. The application of a stronger magnetic field does not change this picture as long as w c < 2w,; at higher magnetic fields the density duct tends to defocus the radiation. Optical guiding is feasible only at a higher beam current I h > 17 kA, where the FEL operates in the Raman mode.
At smaller beam currents, interesting plasma effects appear when a strong guide field (co t . -co,) is present in the interaction region. The plasma slows down the radiation mode (v p h < c), reducing the requirements on beam energy for generating a given frequency. The growth rate of the FEL mode is also enhanced considerably; however, the band width is reduced. Near plasma resonance (ji p w , the FEL mode couples to the two-stream instability, giving a large growth rate, and one may expect an enhanced conversion efficiency. One may also employ a hollow plasma configuration [3] , physically separating the plasma from the beam, to avoid two-stream instability. In this configuration the slowing down effects of plasma are important, but the plasma resonance effects, which appear through the modification of the space-charge mode, would be missing. Here one might recall Carmel et a/.'s backward-wave oscillator experiment [4] in which the presence of a plasma of density n Op > n^ shuts-off microwave emission. It may be due to the excitation of two-stream instability; however, there are no measurements to support this speculation.
